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The year 2000 will mark the end of the
most tumultuous century in China's
population history. In a country that
has weathered the demographic effects
of devastating famines, wars, and
epidemics for millennia, the population
growth and change that occurred in the
20th century have no precedent. At the
dawn of this century, there were some
426 million people living in China. By
the year 2000, the Chinese population
is officially projected to top the 1.3
billion mark. About twothirds of this
nearly 900 million increase was added
within the last 50 years, as mortality was
reduced amid high fertility rates.

The impact of this rapid surge in
"demographic affluence" sapped the
Chinese government's professed faith
in the virtue of a large and growing
population and spurred a move to curb
fertility. China's strategic demographic
initiatives (here referred to as SDI)
born out of population anxieties
fanned by the nation's economic
aspirations and realitieswere a
milestone in the world's annals of
population affairs.

China's population policies are
comprehensive in scope and unique in
thrust. The government installed a full
menu of measures for curbing fertility,
embracing delayed marriage, steriliza-
tion, all known contraceptive methods,
and abortion. Exhortations, campaigns,
monetary and material incentives, and
numerous other sanctions were applied
to implement the policies. All these
efforts were, at first, to redirect young
couples to have fewer offspring and,
later, to heed the one-child-per-couple,
or "minimal reproduction," policy.

The intent of this call for minimal
reproduction was to keep the popula-
tion from exceeding 1.2 billion by the
year 2000. The tactics have proved
problematic inside the country and
controversial abroad for practical,
political, ethical, and religious reasons.
Moreover, the hoped-for population
goal has become moot in light of the
higher projected population total for
the beginning of the 21st century. Does
this mean that China's bid to control
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population growth has been flawed or a
failure altogether? If it has failed, why
and where has it foundered? If not,
what has China's SDI accomplished?

The massive gain in population in
recent decades has intensified old
difficulties in the country's effort to
raise living standards, and ignited new
economic, environmental, and social
concerns within the nation's borders.
The major issues range from China's
population carrying capacity, underem-
ployment and unemployment in the
countryside, surging urbanization, and
spreading air and water pollution to
mass illiteracy and education in relation
to development. The national effort to
slow population growth itself has added

55-7773r

.1

China's 1.2 billion people make up one-fifth of the world's total.
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such new concerns as the effect of son
preference on female infanticide and
the sex ratio, the impact of a speedy
fertility transition on population aging,
and the implications of exempting the
country's 55 minority groups from the
nation's fertility control measures.

The global significance of China's
demographics is likewise enormous.
Whatever the size of China's total
population at the dawn of the 21st
century, it is certain to account for close
tA 20 percent of the world's projected
population of 6.3 billion. China's
industrialization, modernization,
expanding use of natural resources, and
rising consumption will increasingly
disrupt the earth's ecosystem.

Population size, growth, and control
are the most pressing challenges
affecting China's demographic future.
Old and new problems of population
distribution and composition, however,
are no less urgent This Bulletin exam-
ines these and other issues affecting the
present and future well-being of the
Chinese population.

Demographic Surge
During the 20th
Century
China's population total first passed the
400 million mark about 1850. This
landmark event had its quiet begin-
nings in the late 1600s as living condi-
tions improved enough to support
sustained, slow population growth over
the following two centuries. But, amid
internal upheavals and external
incursions, demographic growth
stagnated. The population hovered
around 426 million as the 20th century
opened.

Internecine warfai e, natural calami-
ties, and foreign invasions continued to
play havoc with China's hundreds of
millions during the first half of the
present century. Incomplete population
counts reinforce the perception of
demographic stagnation. The first
national census, taken in 1953 after the



Figure 2
Population Growth in China, 1949-1990
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end of the civil war and the establish-
ment of the People's Republic in 1949,
recorded a larger than expected
population of 583 million. Since then,
there have been three additional
national enumerations in 1964, 1982,
and 1990.

In between the censuses, year-end
population estimates appeared intermit-
tently. The quality of these estimates
suffered in part because of the 20-year
neglect of demographic affairs and
studies in China after 1957.

The censuses a 1953 and 1964 were
limited in content and yielded only a
few hand-tabulated statistics. The very
existence of the 1964 census was not
confirmed until 1979. But in the more
open climate of the 1980s, the Third
National Census in 1982 gained an
international audience. Tabulations
were accelerated by the romputer
technology China received under a
financial and technical aid agreement
with the United Nations Population
Fund (UNFPA). The collection of the
most massive amounts and varied sorts
of population data ever was an interna-
tionally important success. For the first
time, it produced relatively accurate

1979 1999

information about China's population
circumstances.

The 1982 census enumerated a
higher population total than had been
estimated by the National Statistical
Bureau. It also provided the first solid
basis on which to evaluate previous
population ..rtiriates, and confu-rned
China's emergence as the world's first
demographic billionaire just before the
end of 1981 (see Figure 2).

The Fourth National Census in 1990
placed the total population at 1.134
billion. This new total revealed that
estimates during the intercensal period
once more understated China's popula-
tion size. At the end of 1989, the year-
end total was estimated at 1.112 billion,
21.7 million below the census total only
six months later. China's population
had grown faster during the 1980s than
previously estimated.

The sheer enormity of the surge
since 1950 is reason enough for a close
scrutiny of China's newest popuhdon
chapter. However, what has made this
chapte:. most intriguing and extraordi-
nary goes beyond the swelling numbers;
it is the events and policy changes that
accompanied the surge.

UST COPY AVAII /IR! F
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China's
Demographic
Transition
The events that unfolded since the
1950s are part of one of the fastest, if
not the fastest, demographic transitions
in history. Most industrialized countries
underwent a fundamental shift from
extremely high to low mortality and
fertility rates in the 19th and 20th
centuries, and many expect today's
developing countries to experience the
same sort of demographic transition.
Characteristically, morality rites fall
first as a result of improved hygiene and
living standards, followed by declines in
fertility. China's cit ographic transition
took place within recent decades, a
fraction of the time it took for Euro-
pean and other industrialized countries
to realize low fertility and mortality.

In most of the years between 1949
and 1974, the annual gain in population
exceeded 2 percent. The few exceptions
resulted from severe policy errors and
natural disasters. Widespread famine

followed the Great Leap Forward in
1958-1961, readily evident in the
sharply higher death rates and plum-
meting birth rates in these years (see
Figure 3). China's population actually
declined during this period, but growth
quickly rebounded after 1961 as the
birth rate resumed its traditionally high
levels when economic conditions
improved.

Had the pace of the mid-1960s
persisted, the Chinese population
would have doubled to more than 1.1
billion in the mid-1970s. Because of the
subsequent sharp drop in fertility,
China did not reach this total until the
end of 1989. Behind this 15-year
postponement lay China's phenomenal
demographic transidon from high to
low fertility. The annual rate of growth
dove to and has hovered around 1.5
percent or less since the mid-1970s,
making earlier growth rates appear to
be from a different nation.

This slowdown in the growth rate is
remarkable even though, as will be
shown later, disagreement has been
loud and long over its salience in
relation to China's on-going economic

Figure 3
Birth and Death Rates in China, 1949-1991
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development and to the nation's
population carrying capacity.

China's rapid demographic transi-
don took the world by surprise. Few had
foreseen the possibility of such a quick
remission in growth. Perhaps, the
politics of population numbers or the
scarcity of demographic data or both
hindered clairvoyance in this case.

The initial reductions in mortality
illustrate the new government's success
in improving health and living stan-
dards. With peace restored within and
medical technology borrowed from
without., the shift to lower mortality
the first component of its demographic
transitionquickly followed. Most of
the mortality improvement was realized
by the end of the 1960s, The subse-
quently lower rates (7 deaths per 1,000
population, or lower) largely reflect the
young population age structure shaped
by high fertility.

Average life expectancy at birth
soared from less than 42 years in the
1950s to about 67 years by the end of
the 1980s. By world standards, China's
life expectancy is high given its relatively
low per capita income. Infant mortality
also fell sharply over the past four
decades. Nearly 200 of every 1,000
babies died before age one in the early
years of the People's Republic. By the
early 1990s, many more newborns were
surviving to adulthood. The infant
mortality rate had fallen below 40
deaths per 1,000 births.

Falling Fek tility
Birth rates in the high-30s and low-40s
persisted for almost two decades after
1949. The sharp rise in rates af'ter their
precipitous fall between 1959 and 1961
underscores the speed with which
fertility can resume its traditional level
once adverse circumstances subside.

With falling death rates, continued
high fertility caused the population to
boom. During the late 1950s, a brief
attempt was made to promote family
planning in the interest of maternal and
infant health. It produced only a
fleeting impact, as did the next short

lived revival of family planning efforts
during the early 1960s. The fits and
starts in promoting fertility limitation
reflected, among other things, the
political tune of the day: "Revolution
plus production," as Mao Zedong
proclaimed in 1949, would enable
China to feed and employ the country's
large and growing population.' This
authoritative pronouneement, rooted in
part in an absence of understanding of
detnographic dynamics, helped keep
fertility at the prevailing high levels.

The total population topped the 840
million mark at the end of 1969, and
growth continued unabated as the
crude birth rate persisted above 50
births per 1,000 population. Meanwhile,
new policy measures aimed at energiz-
ing the economy, such as the Great
Leap Fiat-iv-aid and the People's Com-
munes, failed to increase productivity or
living standards. The economy stag-
nated, the population continued to
expand, and there seemed no way out
of the predicament.

These rapid twists and turns of
eventsand continuing efforts to
developprompted the launching of
China's SDI. As a result, Chinese fertility
decelerated, plummeting nearly 50
percent between 1970 and 1979, from
34 to below 18 births per 1,000 popula-
tion. No further large drops have
occurred, which suggests that the limit
to population planning may have been
reached given China's current socioeco-
nomic circumstances. In the 1980s,
however, various revisions in population
control measures, changes ;n the age
structure, and fluctuations in age at
marriage operated to lift fertility a little
from the all-time lows of the late 1970s.
The birth rate fluctuated around 21
during the 1980s, and the 1991 birth
rate estimate was only slightly lower, at
19.7 births per 1,000.

The deceleration in the reproductive
cadence in China after 1970 was
remarkable. China brought about the
second dimension of the demographic
transition, low fertility, in less time than
it took to realize mortality reductions.
More noteworthy, the huge slowdown in

azinese fertility
decelenderl,

plannmeting
nearly 50 percent
between 1970 and
1979.
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Ethnic msnonties, numbering 91 million in 1990, are exempt from the onechild-per-couple

childbearing was achieved in one
decade, far less than the 50 to 75 years
most European countries took to
accomplish their fertility transition.

In speed and scope, China's demo-
graphic transition is extraordinary even
wmpared with other Asian countries
such as Thailand, South Korea, and
Japan, which have undergone rapid
fertility declines since 1950. The
deployment of China's revolutionary
SDI is a watershed for what is the most
comprehensive, determined, and
successful effort ever made to regulate
population growth in any modern
nation.

What was the thinking behind this
all-out attempt to lasso fertility? Flow did
the efforts succeed in lowering birth
rates in a society still undergoing
socioeconomic development? Why did
the population planning programs
succeed when other government-
directed programs, such as the Great
Leap Forward and People's Communes
failed? What can other developing
countries learn from China's experi-
ence? The evolution of the Chinese
approaches to and achievements in
managing population affairs are what
make China's newest population
chapter especially engrossing.

The Struggle to
Regulate Fertility
China's theories and policies toward
population growth have undergone
profound changes during the last three
decades. The first moves to promote
population planning, in the 1950s and
again in the early 1960s, extolled
fertility control in the name of maternal
and infant well-being. China's popula-
tion planning activities since the earlv
1970s have differed in both rationale
and range from the two short-lived
campaigns of the earlier year. The
more recent effort was a response to the
surge in numbers and concomitant
difficulties. It has become an integral
part of the nation's economic develop-
ment plans and, as it blossomed into
China's SDI, it is meant to serve the
collective interest of the whole country,

The aim of the population planning
efforts of the early 1970s was to slow the
demographic clock to better cope with
existing population-related problems
The approach to lower birth rates was
embodied in the flexible wan, xi, slum
campaignmeaning later marriage.
longer spacing between births, and
fewer children.



Towatil the end of the 1970s, party
policvmakers defined new economic
targets for the year 2000, lending more
urgency to the population planning
effOrts. A demographic ceiling was
identified: the population was not to
exceed 1.2 billion at the end of the
centIwy. This goal and the adoption of
the now renowned one-child-per,couple
policy &ring 1978 and 1979 would not
only allow the country to realize the
2G00 goal but eventually to shrink the
total to conliirm to the country's
assumed population carrying capa
Not only was the demographic clock to
Ix. stopped befow midnight, but its
hands were to be moved backward.

The population planning policies of'
the 1970s initially lacked the usual
theoreticafjustificathm for such an all-
Out government intelvention. The call
ha population planning stressed the
need to end the intolerable state of
"total anarchy" in procreation2 which
lx.stowed political legitimacy on
populati(m control. However, maternal
and infant welfare remained the
primary rationale cited in internal
disci issions and at in ternati(mal
gatherings.'

Finally, population specialists at the
newly established Office of Population
Themy Research of the Beijing College
of Economics fleshed out a new socialist
principle of direct government interven-
tion in family formation. The work was
published as Renlunt Lunn (Population
Theo7) in 1977.'

Under the rubric of the themy of
proportionality of production and
reproduction, the rationale for popula-
tion planning may be stunmarized as
follows: Human reproduction, like the
production of goods and services in a
planned economy, nmst not remain in a
state of anarchy. Childbearing is not
only an individual and family matter, it
also affects the nation's total population
size, the socialist revolution and socialist
development. The dissemination of
contraceptive knowledge and technol-
ogy in China is more than a matter of
couple-centered and couple-managed
Family planning in accordance with the
couple's interest and inclination. It is to
place childbearing in each and everv
household on the track of the nation's
unified plan."

More important, these population
specialists averred, "Our nation's control

7Utin /Kik girls a5sure this mothiv more than one child, but no sons.
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The Chinese birth
lute had already

fallen to iis lowest
recorded kvel by

the time the
stringent goals
were adopted.

I()

of population growth ... certainly does
not mean no population growth and,
indeed, it does not imply population
reduction.... It is only a matter of
making the rate of population [growth]
a little slower according to plan."'

These expanded rationales con-
tained neither the idea of zero popula-
tion growth nor the one-child policy
and the strong incentives and sanctions
to encourage compliance with fertility
goals. They also proved conspicuously
short on tactics of implementation. This
left a vacuum which others filled by
recasting the guidelines in more explicit
and stringent terms. Indeed, 20 years of
neglect of demographic studies had
created an enormous void of expertise
in demography, providing ample
opportunities for new participants in
population policymaking.

During this same period, officials
were attempting to forge the nation into
a powerful socialist country based on
the "four modernizations" of agricul-
ture, industry, defense, and science and
technology. They further envisioned
xiaoltang shuiping, or the attainment of a
"comparatively comfortable level of
living," by the century's end, which
called for the quadrupling of the total
industrial-agricultural output between
1981 and 2000. Rapid population
growth was viewed as an impediment to
these economic goals, and some
policymakers advocated stringent limits
and stronger measures.'

The one-child idea at the national
level emerged, interestingly enough,
along with the renewed access to
demographic literature from abroad as
China began to open its doors in the
1970s. The notion of zero population
growth (ZPG), by all accounts, was an
American import." just as its simplicity
had captivated many in the United
States where foreign immigration was a
growing demographic concern, in
China it attracted various natural
scientists with direct access to the
highest levels of population polic,-
making. They may have grafted it onto
China's population] planning ellin-t
under the stress of meeting the 2000

goals° without fully ascertaining its
background and ramifications. This was
the likely origin of the one-child-per-
couple limit and other ideas well
outside the original framework "of
achieving socialist planned reproduc-
tion with Chinese characteristics."

In Population Control in China, a
volume later published in the United
States, proponents of exact population
goals developed the arguments in favor
of minimal reproduction. The authors
also included such notions as optimum
population and population carrying
capacity, ideas that had elicited fervent
exchanges but few conclusions among
scholars of diverse disciplines before
World War II.'° For China, in their
reckoning of the country's population
carrying capacity in terms of land
resources, nutritional requirements,
fresh-water resources, ecological
equilibrium, and economic develop-
ment, "the [ultimate] target population
of 700 million cannot be said to be
unfounded," and "the best way to
stabilize China's population at the
target level" would be to implement the
one-child limit until at least the end of
the century. Otherwise, "the [Chinese]
population will remain a time-bomb
waiting to be detonated.""

The Chinese birth rate had already
fallen to its lowest recorded level by the
time these stringent goals were
adopted, as shown in Figure 3, page 6.
The less stringent fertility reduction
embodied in the wan, xi, shoo campaign
and of the fertility concept that "one
[child] is not wanting, two arc good,
and three are excessive," were working.
China's total fertility rate (TFR), or
average number of lifetime births per
woman at current age-specific birth
rates, fell from 6 in thc 1950s to around
3 lx-fiwe the start of the policy of
minimal reproduction in 1979 (see
Figure -I).

The ideal of only one child proved
controversial in China'2 and its imple-
mentation provoked strong resistance.
There were strong misgivings among
those at the provincial and grassroots
levels about the one-child policy. (An-al



Figure 4
Decline in Chinese Fertility, 1950-1990
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Source: Compiled by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, Center for international Research.

officials advocated sanctioning a second
child after an appropriate interval. A
second child provides additional labor
important to parents in the countryside,
particularly in the most impoverished
areas. It is also a second chance to
realize the aspirations of many parents
for a son should their first child be a
girl. The realities of real hardship and
gender preference fostered covert
resistance to the one-child limit, which,
in turn, compounded the difficulties for
local cadres in implementing popula-
tion planning.

Some have also argued that eco-
nomic refbrms begun in 1978 may have
weakened the enforcement of popula-
tion policiesPbut the effect of these
reforms on actual fertility remains
speculative. Alter 1978, the family was
restored as the basic unit of production
in the countiv,..side, altering the rural
infrastructure and loosening the social
control of the communes. Coinciden-
tally, the birth rate rose slightly in the
early 1980s. Some interpreted this rise
as a sign that peasants were having more
children to bolster their family labor
supply. More likely, the birth rate was
pushed up temporarily by shifts in the

age structure, a rise in marriages, and
changes in population planning
regulations. For most of the 1980s, the
birth rate hovered around the level
attained before the economic reforms
or the one-child policy were in effect.

The impact of China's policy of
minimal reproduction has been limited.
The TFR never fell below a 2.5 child-per-
woman average in rural areas, although
it dropped to about 1.2 in urban areas.
By the mid-1980s, less than one-fifth of
all eligible married couples had signed
the one-child certificatea contract
which granted couples and their child
economic and educational advantages
in return for promising not to have
more than one child. 'fhroughout the
1980s, nearly half of all reported births
were second, third, or higher order
;Arths." Various surveys suggested that
the desire to have at least two children
remained strong among Chinese
couples.''

Acquiescing to widespread aspira-
tions for a second child, Peng Peivun,
the head of the National Family
Planning Commission, declared in 1988,
"In the countlyside, couples will now be
allowed a second chalice after an



appropriate interval should their first
child be a girl." More noteworthy, as
one population specialist on the staff of
China's Population Information and
Research Center related, "MI through
the years of China's sixth five-year plan
(1981-1985), and at present, the great
nia'jority of Chinese peasants have all
borm' two children or more."'

Young couples in China are having
fewer children than their parents'
generation. The 1990 TFR of 2.3 was
less than half the rates of the I960s.
Couples of reproductive age thus have
adhered to the general terms of China's
SDI, but simultaneously demonstrated
their resilience and resourcefulness in
realizing their aspirations for more than
one child. One lesson to be drawn from
China's experience is: To slow down the
demographic clock, yes; to reverse the
demographic clock, no! The actual
behavior of couples thus has most
poignantly set the limits to population

Thble 1

IUD Insertions, Sterilizations, and Abortions in China,
1971-1989 (in millions)

Year IUDs

Sterilizations

Female Male Abortions Total

1971 6.2 I 7 1.2 3.9 13.1

1972 9.2 2.1 1.7 4 8 17.8

1973 14 0 3 0 1.9 5.1 23 9

1974 12.6 2 3 1.4 5.0 1 1.3

1975 16 7 3 3 2.7 5 I 27 8

1976 1 , 6 2 7 1.5 4 7 20.6

1977 13.0 2.8 2 6 5 1 23.6

1978 11.0 2 5 0 8 5 4 1 9.6

1979 13 5 5 3 1 7 7.9 28 3

1980 1 1 5 3 8 , .4 9.5 26.2

198 1 10 3 1.6 0 6 8 7 21 2

1982 14.1 3 9 I 2 12.1 31 6

1983 17 8 16 4 4.4 14.4 53 0

1984 11 4 5.7 I 5 8.9 27 4

1985 9 6 2.3 0 5 10 9 23.4

1986 11.4 3.0 1 I 11 6 27 I

1987 H 7 5 1 20 10.4 32 1

1988 14.5 4 9 I 7 I 2.7 3 3 8

1989 15 5 6 1 ? 4 10 6 34 8

Note. I lit iiiti ,1 [lie low, nim hut c(jual lu Hoak t,, comicling.
Source: Chinn Populacon Data Handbook (Beijing: China Population and Research Information
Center, various years).
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planning under China's current
socioeconomic circumstances.

Outside China, thc one-child-per-
couple policy has aroused strong
reactions. In addition to questioning
the right of a government to intervene
in a couple's reproductive matters,
there are strong misgivings about the
reported coercion of women to have ail
alxwtion or an 1UD-insertion. Others
object for moral reasons to the strong
role of abortion and sterilization in the
Chinese population planning effOrt.
Under intense pressure from groups
critical of China's policies, the U.S.
government has withheld its contribu-
tion to the UNFPA since 1985) 7

Methods of Fertility Control
Widespread access to family planning
methods was a hallmark of China's
population planning program. Contra-
ceptive use by women of reproductive
age had already reached 71 percent by
1982, close to the level in most devel-
oped countries and well above the rates
in other Asian countries. In Thailand,
South Korea, and Indonesia, for
example, contraceptive use ranged
from 25 to 50 percent in the early
1980s. By 1990-still ahead of other
Asian countries-contraceptive use had
reportedly risen above 85 percent in
China, oimpared with about 77 percent
in South Korea, 66 percent in Thailand,
and 50 percent in Indonesia.'

Although many other birth control
methods were available, over 80 percent
of Chinese using contraception in 1982
relied on one of three ti et hods: IUD,
female sterilization, or male steriliza-
tion. Abortion was the backup method.
The heavy reliance on these three
contraceptive methods and ahortion
has continued.

Between 1971 and 1989, the number
of II!D insertions, sterilizations and
abortions nearly tripled, from 13 to 35
million procedures (see Table ). Male
sterilizatimms doubled, female steriliza-
tions almost quadrupled, and abortions
and lUD insertions increased by two
and one-half times. Although negative
publicity about IUDs was pnictically nil,



it swelled and swirled around the other
procedures. "Coercive planned parent-
hood" has been alleged internationally,
with the pitch of outcries particularly
high in the United States.'" The
gathering squall abroad over steriliza-
tion and abortion in China gained
strength as China's own mass media
disclosed evidence of improprieties
committed by local planning units.

Chinese mass media and official
pronouncements have treated steriliza-
tion and abtwtion differently. Exhorta-
tions to males to accept vasectomy
became particularly frequent after the
availability of a plastic plug injection
technique in the 1970s enhanced the
reversibility of the procedure.

In reality, the lion's share of the
responsibility for birth control rests with
women in China, as it does elsewhere.
Tubectomies exceeded vasectomies
each year between 1971 and 1989,
sometimes by three or four times, as
shown in Table 1. Women in all
countries typically have more experi-
ence with temporary metho(Is of birth
control than men and may he more
motivated to seek a 1)cl-tutu-lent solu-
tion.2" In China's case, women who were
in a clinic for childbirth often wee
pressured bv the local population
planning cadres to accept sterilization.
Many mothers with at least one previous
birth were persuaded to undergo
tubectomv on the spot. This approach
nwant that women (or men) who
accepted sterilization generally did so
after age 30 and after having borne two
or more children, perhaps rendering
sterilization less controversial than
abortion:2'

Although contraceptives and
sterilization are used by over 80 percent
of Chinese women of reproductive age,
contraceptive lailtire and nonuse are a
present-clay reality. Chinese IUDs have a
relatively high failure rate of I 0 to 15
percent, compared with a 1 percent
failure rate fin. most European or
American IUDs. Abortion was an
imptmant backup met ht)(1 during
(;hina's rapid fertility transition, and,
with the more stringent goals and

policies of the 1980s, it has assumed an
even greater role. China's population
planning officials estimate that 70
percent of abordons arc due to contra-
ceptive failure 2 2

The reported ratio of abortions to
births in China increased from below
200 per 1,000 live births in 1971 to 309
and 574 in 1978 and 1980, respectively,
just prior to and following the initiation
of the one-child measure. Since then,
the reported abortion ratio has fluctu-
ated, but has generally risen higher.

These reported ratios probably
overstate the ratio of abortions to births.
Local planning units are reimbursed for
each abortion, gking them a financial
incentive for fully reporting each
procedure, while births are known to be
underreported. Also, the rapid decline
in live births over the past 20 years
primarily pregnancies averted through
contraceptive usemay have artificially
inflated the ratio. Clearly abortion was
not responsible for the entire drop in
births. Nevertheless, the one-child policy
is associated with a substantial jump in
the number of abortions. Abortion
incidence in China was running about 4
to 5 million a year between 1971 and
1978. The number exceeded 9.5 million
in 1980 and 10 million in all but two
years doting the 1980s.

Induced abortions had already
exceeded 7.9 million in 1979, as the
one-child measure was going into effect.
In the same year, 13.5 million IUD
insertions and nearly 7 million female
and male sterilizations occurred.
Viewing the contraceptive use and
abortion figures ttgether reveals both
the scale and the nature of populatit ni
planning activities. It also facilitates an
assessment of the role of alittrtion in
China's ix yulation planning effort.

Population planning programs
averted an estimated 56 million births
between 1970 and 1979. During the
same decade, approximately 47 million
abortions took place. Because ;1 woman
can have more than one pregnancy
aboried in t h e time it takes to carry a
pregnancy to term, each abortion does
not prevent one birth. After allowing for

In redity, the
lion's share of the
mponsibili47 for
birth control rests
with women in
China, as it does
elsewhere.
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such repeat abortions, the 47 million
abortions may have averted about 19
million live births, or 34 percent of the
official estimate of births averted during
the 1970sP

The all-time high number of
abortions occurred in 1983 when the

Table 2

Abortion Ratios by Province,
China, 1989

Province Abortion Ratio*

Total 632

Northeast

Heilongpang 326

265

Liaoning 18 !

North

Hebei 860

Shanxi 387

Beipng 436

Tiaripn 440

Shandong 756

954

East

Anhui 363

pangsu 591

Shanghai 2.022

/hepang 619

Central

lubel

Hunan 609

Jiangxi 669

South

[ war 728

aongdong 771

Guangxi 1.130

rtn 736

Southwest

Guizhou 537

Sichuan 590

unnan 680

North west

Nei Nlonggol 39;.

')haanxi 455

Ningma 290

Gansu 290

Qinghai 360

Xinjiang 402

* .Thu1-firms pet :.000 liti bil [hi;
Mite: :Thor non [mit haw beeii alirl ill! IA
nutlet reporting ol births oi abturtion, at the lot al
tete!
Source: Calculated from China, Population Planning
Yearbook, 1990 (Beijing: National Family Planning
Commission), p. 386, 402.
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proportion of men and women age 20
to 29 in the population also reached a
peak, rising to nearly 17 percent of the
total population from about 13 percent
in the mid-1970s. This increase in the
number of persons of marriageable age,
together with lowered age requirements
for marriage, appears to have increased
abortion incidence independent of the
stricter population planning efforts
because an increase in the number of
newly married couples leads to more
first births.

Abortion incidence has never becn
uniform across the country. The range
of variation can be discerned from the
first set of detailed statistics (see Table
2) released by the National Family
Planning Commission at the end of
1990. which covers all the prminces
except Xizang (Tibet).

Lower abortion ratios preNailed in
the inland provinces compared with the
wealthier coastal provinces. Some
inland provinces include large concen-
trations of minorities who have been
xempt from the more stringent

population planning measures. With a
few exceptions, abortion ratios were
higher in the better-off cities and towns
than in rural areas.

Increased abortion incidence has
been cited by critics outside the country
asjustification fOr ending international
population assistance to China.
Opposition to abortion its well as to
other colltraceptive methods has a long
history. Ilowever, relative to the past,
plamwd parenthood now carries little if'
any moral or ethical stigma in most of
the modern world. Induced abortion
played a major role in slowing popula-
tion go twth in many develoiwd and
developing nations, including japan
and South Koree.. Of course. Japanese
and Korean women could all have
undergone the procedure wiluntarily.
lii (:hina, on the other hand, many
millions of abortions occurred under
tlie watchful eyes of population
planning personnel. The scope and
thrust of China's population planning
ef hill thus has pnivoked the charge of
"coercive planned parenthood."



Gender Preference

A society's population portrait and an
individual's demographic behavior may
be analyzed in terms of mortality,
fertility, migration, or marriage. These
phenomena reflect life events that arc!
intertwined: changes in any one affect
the others and vice versa. When radical
changes in these variables are induced
under less rapidly changing socioeco-
nomic circumstances, they impinge on
traditional behavior and customs,
inspiring the individual to resist or
circumvent the new rules.

In China's case, lower mortality, the
continuation of labor-intensive agricul-
ture, the stringent restraints on residen-
tial mobility, and the sanctions to
promote minimal fertilitv created
unanticipated repercussions and new
controversies.

High sex ratios at birth in China
during the 1980s are a case in point.
Interest in this matter grew out of the
disclosures of kInale infitnticides and a
flow Of stern official condemnations of'
the practice in the Chinese mass media.
Precise figures, whether impossible to
obtain or deliberately withheld, have
never been provided in Chinese
sources. The absence of data ignited
instant curiosity, particularly in fOreign
circles. Discussions of the impact of the
one-child policy drew further attention
to the matter because of the known
preference for male offspring among
Chinese cot Ties.

The 1982 census shed no light on
the matter. It predated the time when
female infanticide was allegedly on the
rise. To ascenain the incidence of
female infanticide, analysts sought
indirect evidence by examining avail-
able data on sex ratios. In nearly all
populations, 105 to 106 male babies are
born fbr each 100 female babies..The
presumption is that most, if not all,
deviations above this level in China
could indicate excess female mortality
whether from overt infanticide or the
abandonment of female babiesrir
simply the failui e of parents to report
female births.

Figure 5
Sex Ratios at Binh, 1970-1987
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Source: Stnn Johansson and Gla Nygren. "The Missing Girls of China: A New Demographic
Account." Population and Development Review 17, no. I (March 1991 39.

The sex ratios among live births in
China during the 1980s, reconstructed
on the basis Of two nationwide fertilit,
surveys, show a clear increase in the
proportion of male babies (see Figure
5). Ahhough fertility surcys, which -ask
women to remember the gender and
timing of each birth, are subject to
misreporting, the fact that the two
different surveys produced similar
results give credence to claims that girls
have been "disappeenng" from the
xported births. The high sex ratio
among live births during the 1980s is
undoubtedly related to the govern-
ment's population policy. Sex ratios for
babies born to couples complying with
local birth plans were in the normal
range, while those born outside the
plans were as high as 115 to 118 in the
years after 1983.'2' This indirect evidence
implies that more boys than normal
were reported; or, to put it negatively, as
many as 500,000 girls were "missing" on
the average each year from 1985
through 1987.

Because some 22 to 23 million births
occur annually, the exclusion of a half-
million female births matters only
slightly as far as the birth rate is con-
cerned. It matters a great deal if, in light
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of prior allegations, the missing girls
were victims of female infitnticide.25

There may be other plausible
explanations of the high sex ratios.
Given the preference for male offspring
and the one-child policy, some analysts
have suspected that expectant mothers
could be aborting their pregnancies if
they knew that the fetus was female. But
gender-specific abortion is illegal, and it
is unlikely that medical technology for
diagnosing the gender of a fetus was
ever available enough in China to have
caused the great leap upward in sex
ratios among live births.

Another explanation for the missing
girls is that the births of girls are grossly
underreported, especially those of girls
given away in adoptions. Under-
reporting may be an outright failure to

GirLs often receive fewer family mources than boys.
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report the birth of a girl or to report it
as a stillbirth prior to private adoption
arrangements.

Adoptions rose sharply in the 1980s.
There were over 500,000 cases in 1987
and about 400,000 per year between
1984 and 1986, compared with fewer
than 200,000 before the one-,:hild
policy. The extremely low sex ratios of
27 to 36 boys per 100 girls among the
adopted children are not surprising;
parents traditionally are more likely to
give away girls, a practice that inten
fied under the one-child stipulation.
When the adopted children by year of
adoption are added to their respective
cohort of births, the sex ratio at birth
comes closer to normal for the years in
question. This reduces the number of
missing girls by half.2'

A significant numlwr of unreported
female babies may remain with their
parents, but are never reported to the
amlnirities. There is no direct way to
determine the number oF such con-
cealed girls. The 1990 census did not
reveal the whereabouts of the missing
girls. It did confirm the high sex ratio
among children born in the 1980s,
particularly in rural areas. In urban
areas, the sex ratios among children
born between 1985 and 1989 were 109
for those age one or under and 1(17 to
108 fOr those ages two to four. In the
rural areas, the sex ratios were 112 for
ages one arid tinder and 109 to 110 for
children two to fOur$27

Another possible explanation of the
skewed sex ratios is that inure girls die
in infancy simply because of traditional
gender discrimination. Data from a
large ntnnber of develt)ped ccnintries as
well as from developing countries
witliout strong sex preferences indicate
that the internationally "normal" sex
ratio among infant deaths is 130? The
sex ratios among infimt deaths in
China, as reported 1w women in the
1988 survey, fell consistently below 130.
The average was 114 for the 1980s. 1 his
low ratio suggests that girls receive less
care and attention than boys in many
Chinese homes, reducing the chance of'
survival of girls beyond their first



birthday. More impoctant, this gender
discrimination affects girls most
adversely in the poorest areas.

Sex ratios among infant deaths in
China continue to be far below the 130
mark, underscoring the excess female
mortality among reported births. For
1989, according to the 1990 census
returns, the ratio was 100.3, and it was
only 96.3 among infants who died
during the first months of 1990...19

This phenomenon is not new. Sex
ratios among infants, as reported bv
women in the 1988 survey, were slightly
above normal during the 1960s and
1970s before the one-child policy was in
effect:" Traditional norms and behavior
die hard in many parts of present-day
China, particularly irs the countryside.

The one-child policy may or may
not have intensified the traditional
neglect or infant girls or prompted
infanticide, but the higher than
expected sex ratios at birth should not
be linked to overt female infantickle
without more direct evidence.

Whether the mystery of the missing
girls is explained by underreporting of
births, concealment of girls, or infanti-
cideor some combination of these
factorsthe greater vigilance, stricter
surveillance, and tougher adininistrsuive
supervision that some Chinese have
called for" cannot remove she fiirces
that drove couples to evasive behavior.
The !lard fact is: The lesser value placed
on girls and the extent to which this
guides the behavior of fainilies caught
in a perilous village existence are part of
China's socioeconomic and demo-
graphic realities

Marriage
The fluctuation in the age at first
marriage is another case in which the
imposition of policies that go against
tradition have yielded some unexpected
results. Marriage has always been early
and universal in China, although the
age at first marriage increased after the
founding of the People's Republic.
China's first marriage law was enacted
in 1950, raising the marriage age to 18

for women and 20 for men from ages 16
and 18, respectively, in pre-I949 years.
The law's intent was to cotmter the
pernicious effects of early marriage
arranged by relatives when children
were in their early teens, or even
younger. The early fertility limitation
script of the 1950s made no reference to
late marriage as a means of family
limitation, perhaps because of its neo-
Malthusian overtones. The link between
later marriage and lower fen, v was
officially sanctioned during the short-
lived upsurge in birth control activities
in 1956 and 1957. It was justified
because of its positive impact on
maternal and infant health and on the
physical well-being, education, and work
experience of young people.

Subsequently. wanlater marriage
became the first component of China's
SDI. Women and men were encouraged
to marry after their 23rd and 25th
birthdays, respectively. By the late 1970s,
provincial, municipal, and local regula-
tions further raised marriage ages: to 25
and 27, respectively, for women and
men in the cities; and to ages 23 and 25
in rural areas.

The "late marriage rate"the
percenmge of marriages in a calendar
year occurring to individuals older than
the minimum ages cited above
eventually enierged as a performance
measure of local population planning
units. During 1977-1980, various
localities claimed that 75 to over 95
percent of the marriages in their
jurisdictions were in the wan category.
Among women, 88 percent of all
marriages in 1980 were late marriages.'"
The higher marriage age probably did
slow China's population growth, and
may have averted an estimated 100
million births between 1950 and 1980.'

Amid the reported gains in late
marriages, China amended the national
marriage law in 1980, setting the
minimum age for marriage at only 20
for women and 22 for men. Thc lax
.requirements of the 1980 marriage law
came as a surprise in light of the
reported popularity of late marriage. In
practice, many couples had been

2

Sex ratios among
infant deaths in
China continue to
be far below the
130 math,
underscoring the
excess female
morktli4iamong
rvported births.
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manying informally at younger ages. In
relaxing age liits in the 1980 law,
policymakers may have been trying to
encourage more couples to inm-ry
legally by making the age limits more
realistic.

Shortly thereafter, reports of a revival
of early marriage created an uproar
among population planning officials
and in population journals. Many of
those who sounded the alarm quickly
blamed the less stringent minimum age
requirements for marriage in the 1980
law. They also cited the harmful effects
of other influences, such as remnant
feudal-traditional ideologies, bourgeois
liberalization, and the earlier physical
maturation and socialization of youths
in the midst of the "poisonous ele-
ments" of western civilization that
rushed in as China opened up to the
outside world iu the 1980s.'

The so-called "earl ). marriage" rate
refers to the proportion of women who
marry befOre their 20th birthday. This
usage, while simple and convenient in
ptlicv evaluation and appraisal, ignores
the vital difference:: between the current
situatitm and the eat iv tnarriages of the
pre-1949 era. More itnpiwtantly, it
overlooks die ( ustommT age difference

between brides and grooms, and the
"marriage squeeze" phenomenon.

In all societies, age defines an
individual's marriageability in the most
basic way. Whether a spouse is arranged
or freely chosen, the groom is generally
two to three years older than the bride.
An imbalance in the ratio of males to
females in the prime marrying ages is
often referred to as a marriage squeeze.
Such an imbalance is usually caused by
sharp fluctuations in birth rates
though it may have other causes, such
as the heavy migration of one sex into
or out of an area, or hy war casualties.

Two sharp declines in the birth rate
occurred in China: The first resulted
front policy errors and famine experi-
enced during the Great Leap Forward,
between 1959 and 1961, and the second
occurred as the population planning
campaigns intensified, between 1975
and 1977. The fall in births during
these years exerted a lasting impact on
China's age structure, as shown by the
indentations in the age pyramid
depicted in Figure 6.

\lining men 1)orn in China from
1956 to 1958, just before the first birth-
rate dive, wiaild normally have married
women in the 1959-1961 cohort, about

TaNe 3

Sex Ratios of Men and Women Born 1955-1965, China and Selected Places

Age in
1982

Year of

birth
Population (millions)

Males Females

Sex ratio'

(China) China Shaanxi

Relative sex ratio'

Guangdong Qinghai

Xingling,

Hunan

! 7 1965 1 !.9 65 78 113 62 57

18 1964 12 4 43 63 84 35

19 1963 13 7 53 71 52 17 44

20 1961 / 1 7.9 97 94 100 58 80 85

21 1961 5 3 5 4 99 189 140 89 199 267

22 19(30 7 1 / 105 140 108 174 148 164

23 1959 7 4 6 9 107 134 109 133 140 147

24 1958 10 I 9 3 109 109 103 108 11 I 104

25 1957 9 8 9 1 ; 08

26 1956 9.2

27 1955 0.2

Males per 100 females of the same age
° Males per 100 females with males three years older than females.
Source: Calculated from the 1982 Census.
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Figure 6
China's Population by Age and Sex, 1990
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Source: Ten-Percent Sampling Tabulation of the 1990 Population Census of China (Beijing: China Statistical Publishing
House, 1991), Table 4-1.
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three years younger I.:Ian themselves,
but they fr outnumbered the women
born during these years (see Table 3).
The ratios of the 1956-1958 cohort men
to the 1959-1961 cohort women
reached 134 to 189 in the nation as a
whole; and were much higher in some
provincial and local areas. Large
discrepancies of this sort occun-ed
throughout China because the birth
rate from 1959 to 1961 amounted to at
most two-thirds of the rate three years
earlier, 1956 to 1958.

When the 1956-1958 cohort of men
reached marriage age in 1982 to 1986,
they faced a marriage squeeze that was

particularly intense at the local level.
The I lousehold Registration System
constrained their geographic mobility,
further limiting their search for mates of
appropriate ages. Many single men may
have found a way out of this quandary
by marrying much younger women,
lowering the average marriage age for
women and precipitating the early
niarriage outcry.

By 1982 to 1984, the proportions of
women who married before 20 years of
age ranged from 24 to 27 percent in the
cities and 31 to 36 percent in the rural
areas." In contrast, the percentage of
early marriages were 20 or below in
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20

cities and 27 (ir belt Ay in rtirid areas
during the late 1970s. But lower flues
resumed alter 1985, suggesting that
early marriage was a transient phenom-
ena. mu the harbinger of a return to the
tradition of early matrimony.

Given the marked fertility drops
during the smind half of the 1970s,
another marriage squeeze is likely to
Occur in or shortly before 1996,
affecting men born in the early 1970s, as
depicted by the uneven age distribution
in Figure 6. Because fertility fell much
farther and faster in urban areas, city
and town residents will probably bc
most affeeted.lb Demanding that these
late-marrying men postpone marriage
beyond age 25 is not a viable solution;
neither is the prohibition of early
marriages among women. A nu we
productive step would lw to encourage
Ow practice of contraception at the
cat ly stage of marriage.

Population Aging
China's rapid transition to low fertility
and mortality has created another kind

of age imbalance, an increase in the
proportion of eklerly. Elderly Chinese,
like infimts and young adults, also have
mine into the limelight in the aftel-
math of China's iap:d nun tahty and
lei Wily 'iansit ions. Attention to the
eldet ly leapt to new heights almost as
soon as the one-c. hild-pekcouple poll(
W( II( into effec t !Me corn et n uninedi-
atel) gained graphic I epiesentanon. A
young «mple is sandwiched between
fi mr aged pal ents and one voting
offspi mg, cleating a 4-2-1 population
pyi amid

The possible emel gem e of such an
abnot mal age stt out lie was a hot topic
among population Sp« ialists and
othei s in (lima Numerous population
'mote( tions appeale(I and WO e lased as
evidence in the course of the debate
The arious series of the pi (leen( ms,
iii terestin0 entiugh, sielded neat ly
identical number S of pet sons age 65
and mem fot any given veal in the
Po eseeable future. Thk leflec ts the
genet al view that, with nun taht) ahcady
at low levels, fin ther (hops ai e unlikel)'
to occur and that the sue of the eldetly

About 7 percent of Chinese-90 million personswill be over age 65 //y 2000



I"igure 7
Population Age 65 and Older in China, 1990-2020
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popt dat it ni can lw projected with a fair
degree of certainty. Future fertility,
thereli we, will have ti gre:iter influence
than into:tiny on population aging
in China.

lowcwr, the Chinese population is
not yet "aged." By international stan-
dards, a p(yulation is aged when
persons age 65 or okler account for
mcwe than 7 percent of the total
population. Such individi ails :untainted
to only 4.9 percent of the Chinese
poptilatiott in 1982. The 1990 census
placed their share at 5.9 percent.
Barring untiweseen changes in fertility
and mortality, at least 7 iwrcent of the
Chinese population will he 65 years of
age or older in the year 2000, placing
China in the "aged" category.

The aging issue is of ctirrent impor-
tance because of the huge numbers
involved. In 1980, the population age 65
and older totaled almost 50 million
persons. Their numbers increased to
about 66 million in 1990 (see Figure 7),
a figure close to the combined popula-
tions of the four largest U.S. states:
CalifOrnia, New York, Texas, and
Florida. The projected annual additions

to the 65 and older population will
amount to 4.5 million persons between
2010 and 2030.37

Population aging--along with the
introduction of the pension svstenthas
swelled the ranks of the retired. In
urban China, their numbers jumped to
21.2 million in 1988 from 1 million in
1964. The annual average net gain
amounted to 1.6 million during the
1980s, and will reach 1.8 million dining
the 1990s.

Most urban retirees are covered by a
pension system. On the other hand, the
majority of persons age 65 and older (5(1
million or more) live in rural areas and
still lack any oki-age security protection.
The most recent data indicate that only
some 3.9 million individuals (panty fOr
benefits under village-nin five-guarantee
schemes (that is, guaranteeing grain,
fabric, medicine, old-age care. an(l
burial). The bulk of China's elderly in
the villages are actually or potentially
the wards of individuals, principally
their own adult children. The very real
value of children as providers of old-age
security is part of the socioeconomic
reality that limits China's SDI.

P5
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China's Minority Populations
China's ethnic minority populations :re
another' sociopolitical reality that has
constrained the imputation planning
policies. Among the first batch of hand-
tabt dated figures of the Fotirth (;enstis
released in Ocurber 1990 were the
number and proportion of minority
nationalities. This speedy release was no
coincidence. Tic size and growth of the
country's 55 ethnic minorities have long
been a top concern among China's
policymakers, population planning
officials, and demographers. This
conceit-1 has recently intensified because
of both internal and international
developments.

The 1990 census placed the poiada-
don of ethnic minmities at 91,2 million.
Although this is only 9 pet cent of the
total population, minorities had
increased by nearly 21 million, a relative
surge of :16 percent, since the 1982
census. Di wing these eight years, the
llan majority grew by 11 percent, less
than one-third of the rate of increase
among the ethnic minrwities (see
Table .1).

This surge has poured Ittei ou the
on-going debate among population
plannhig officials and others. Specifi-
cally, should some ethnic minorities
continue to be exempt fi-om the

Table 4

Principal Population Figures for China,
1990 and 1982 Censuses

1990 1982

Total Popti lation 1,133,682,501 1,008,175,288
1 lel 1.042,482,187 940.880.121

Minonty 91,200.314 67.295.167

Sex ratio (males/I 00 females) 106.6 106.3

Persons per household 3.96 4.41

Percent urban 26.2 20.6

Percent illiteratekerniliterate 15 9 22.8

Educational attainment (% who have attended).

University 4 0.6

Middle school 8 0 6.8

Jr middle school 23 3 17.9

Elementary 35.2

Source: China's Fourth National Census, Release No, I. 1990.
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nation's comprehensive measures for
curbing fertility?

When Chitties population planning
effirrt intensified in the I970s, all
ininority nationalities were exelopt
from it, Not only was this good ethnic
jirrlitics, it also recognized the relatively
high nurrtality and wniparatively low
level of ectmontic di.vel(prnent am( mg
minority groups. Gradually, however,
fertility limitation was promoted in
areas with a heavy concentration of'
minority poptdations in the late I 980s,
such as Nei Monggol (Inner Mongolia)
and Xibjiang. These mtwes were
prompted by the 1982 census results
that reported a minority popuhuirm
increase of 68 percent since the 1964
census.

By the time of the 1990 census
returns. administrative measures of
fertility control had already heen
intbrduced in all areas of ethnic
concentrations except Xizang (Tibet).
ln no case, In nveyer, have the cflorts
been as intense as the one-child policy
directr.d at the 11an tinese majority.
The measures currently in force in
difternnt localities stipulate that the
majority ()Ellie ethnic minorities (All
have two children, btu that nomads and
peasants in specific Ininority areas can
have three children. Only under certain
very special circumstances can minori-
ties have lour children.

Except for the Korean and Manchu
minorities, the TFRs of all ethnit
tninotities were above three, and, in
some cases, above five, according to the
1982 census. Some sample surveys of
the mid-1980s suggested that these
TFRs may be on their way down, httt
1990 cenyts data confirm that minority
fertility is stili very high. Nearly 16
percent of births among ethnic
minorities were fourth or higher parity
births in 1989, compared with only ti
percent of births among the Ilan
majority.''m

Ifigher fertility, coupled with
reduced mortality, explains the surge in
ethnic minority populations during the
recent past. However, other forces have
directly and indirectly exerted strong



influence in recent times. The adoption
in 1981 of Guidelines for Restoring or
Amending Ethnic Minority Status opened
the way for many to claim or reclaim
minority status. Reclassification or self-
reidentification swelled the ranks of
many ethnic populations, particularly
those of less numerous groups. Other
administrative procedures and preferen-
tial treatment affecting the minority
nationalities in labor recruitment,
school admission, and work assignment
encouraged many people to identify
themselves as members of a minority.

Exemption of minorities from the
one-child-per-couple limit also encour-
aged people to claim or reclaim non-
Han ethnic heritage. The vast majority
of children from inter-ethnic marriages
have, on their own or on parental
advice, reported themselves as minori-
ties. Consequently, the Manchu
population increased to 9.8 million in
1990 from 4.3 million in 1982, despite
their low fertility. This extraordinary
surge denoted an average rate of growth
of 16 percent per annum, the highest
among all ethnic minorities. During the
same period, the Tujia group grew at an
annual rate of more than 12 percent,
leaping to 5.7 million in 1990 from 2.8
million in 1982.

High natural increase and broad-
ened claims to minority status explain
the massive increase in the latest census
count of the minority populations.
Eighteen of China's 55 ethnic minori-
ties exceeded one million each in 1990,
compared with l 0 in 1964 (see Table 5).
The Zhuang are the largest minority
group, numbering 15.5 million,
followed by the Manchu (9.8 million)
and the predominately Moslem Hui
(8.6 million). Other numerically
significant groups are the Miao (7.4
million), the L'ighurs (7.2 million), the
Ni (6.6 million), and the Mongolians
(4.8 million).

The minoritv nationalities have
political and economic significance
disproportionate to their numbers. The
larger groups are concentrated in the
strategically sensitive border areas.
Recognition of their geographic

Table 5
China's Ethnic Minority Groups, 1964, 1982, and 1990

Ethnic group

Number (in 1,000s) Percent increase

1982-19901964 1982 1990

Total China 694,582 1,008,175 1,133,682 12

Total minority 45,040 67,295 91,200 36

Mongolian 1,973 3,417 4,807 41

Hui (Moslern) 4,489 7,227 8,603 19

Tibetan 2,505 3,874 4,593 19

Uighur 4,000 5,963 7,214 21

Miao 2.789 5,036 7,398 47

Yi 3.389 5457 6.572 21

Zhuang 8,403 13,388 15,490 16

Bur 1,352 2,1 23 2,545 20

Korean 1,349 1,766 1,921 9

Manchu 2,701 4,304 9,821 128

Tong 838 1,426 2.514 76

Yac 858 1,404 2.134 51

Bai 710 1,132 1,595 4 I

Tujia 525 2.835 5.704 101

Hani 630 1,059 1,254 18

Kazak 492 908 I , 112 23

Thai 536 841 1,025 22

Li 440 818 1 .110 25

Other* 7,044 3.436 5.035 -17

Undetermined I 7 881 753

* Other ethnic groups include Lisu, Va. She, Gaoshan, Lahu, Shui, Dongxing, Naixi,
Jingpo, Kirgiz, Tu, Daur, Mularn. Qiang, Pulang, &Jar. Maonan. Gelo, >Ube, Achang,
Tajik. Purni, Nu, Eluosi. Ewenki, Benglong, Bonan, Yugur, Jing, Tatar, Drung, and
Orogen.
Source: China. 1982 Population Census of China (Beijing Statistical Publishing House. 1985); and
China Population Information and Research Center, China's 4* National Population Census Data

Sheet (Beijing, 1991).

concentration and of religious, cultural,
and other differences, led to the
establishment of the five autonomous
regions of Xinjiang (62 percent minor-
ity), Nei Monggol (19 percent minor-
ity), Ningxia (53 percent minority),
Xizang (96 percent minority), and
Guangxi (39 percent minority), and of
numerous autonomous prefectures and
counties in the northwest, north,
northeast, and southwest. Thes( lie
adjacent to Vietnam, India, Pakistan,
Afghanistan, and Myanmar, or, more
importantly, share extended borders
with various republics of common
religious and ethnic heritage now
independent from Moscow.

Release of the 1990 census returns on
the ethnic minorities helped sharpen
the debate over whether to intensify
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It is higNy unlikely
that the current

Pak); allmving
more than one,

two or even three
births among the
ethnic minorifies
will be changed.
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population planning efforts among the
ethnic minorities. The imperative of
fertility reduction was accepted by the
participants at a national conference on
China's ethnic minorities held in
Beijing in October 1991. However,
conference participants were divided on
how best to realize it whether through
stronger administrative measures, or
through greater socioeconomic
development and education in the areas
of ethnic concentrations.

The issue has not been resolved.
Preparations are now under way to hold
a conference in late 1992 to address
population planning work among the
ethnic minorities. Because of the
concern for "political stability, social
tranquility, and national unity," it is
highly unlikely that the current policy of
allowing more than one, two or even
three births among the ethnic minori-
ties will be changed. The head of the
National Family Planning Commission.
Peng Peiyun, recently stated that "under
the current international and internal
circumstances, stability in policy must be
maintained; there must be neither
tightening nor loosening up."" China's
ethnic minority populations are sure to
increase in number and proportion for
the foreseeable future.

Population and
Development
China's rapid transition to low fertility
in the 1970s occurred in the relative
absence of economic development. No
one can know how events would have
unfolded if population growth had
continued unabated, or conversely, if
the fertility drops had occurred earlier.
Although China achieved considerable
economic success in the 1980s despite
its large population size, demographic
factora were also at work. The effects of
the growing population and changing
age structure are evident in the surging
urbanization, the size and quality of the
labor force, the functioning of the
health care system, and the expansion

of the economy. The magnitude of
future population growth will place
continuing stress on these and other
facets of Chinese life.

Surging Urbanization
While population size and growth have
been the primary concern of
policymakers, surging urbanization and
population redistribution are close
behind. In the context of China's
economic development and moderniza-
tion, tne effects of population redistri-
bution operate on two dimensions.
Redistribution encompasses not only
rural-to-urban migration, but also the
outpouring of people from the agricul-
tural sector into 'he industrial and
service sectors. This process has
involved far-reaching changes in where
people live and what jobs they hold.

Urbanization would seem a simple
measure of development and modern-
ization. In China, however, the criteria
used to define an urban area have been
in flux in recent years for political more
than scientific reasons. Driven by the
notion that higher urbanization
denoted a higher level of development
and, hence, greater prestige, govern-
ment officials reclassified numerous
areas from rural to urban in the early
1980s. This action instantly pushed the
level of urbanization above the 50
percent mark.

The 1990 census followed two
procedures in identifying urban
population. By one procedure, it
reported 601.3 million persons residing
in administratively defined cities and
towns. On this basis, more than 53
percent of the population would be
termed urban, an increase of 394.7
million since the 1982 census. But most
of this increase resulted from the
administrative upgrading of numerous
areas from rural to urban designations.

The upgrading, which occurred
mostly after 1984, followed less rigid
criteria for establishing shi (municipali-
ties) and then (towns). Including
Beijing, Tianjin, and Shanghaithe
three municipalities under the direct



"lab le 6

Provincial Population Data, 1990

1990 Population'
(millions)

% increase
since 1982

1989-1990

TFR

No. of
cities

Percent

urban

Nonpermanent
residents'

Density'
1990

Total 1,134.2 12.5 2.3 456 26.2 27 118

Northeast
Heilongpang 35.2 7.8 1 8 29 47.2 55 78

jthn 24.7 9.3 1 8 21 42.7 33 I??

L Ianoning 39 5 10 5 1 6 20 50.9 29 270

North
i- lebel 61 1 15 2 2 5 22 19.1 17 325

Shank 28.8 13 7 2.5 13 28 7 36 184

Beijing 10 8. i 7 2 1.6 1 73.1 59 614

Tonr 8 8 i 3 2 1.8 1 68 6 27 777

Shandong 84.4 13 -I 2 2 32 27 3 18 53c)

Henan 85 5 14 9 3 0 25 15.5 ! 8 572

East

Anhui 56 2 13 1 2.6 18 17.9 20 404

Jiangsu 67 I 10 8 2.1 25 21 2 30 654

Snarghai 13 3 12.5 i 5 1 66 2 47 2.118

ZhcTang 414 6 6 1.5 24 32 8 26 407

Central
,bei 54.0 12.9 2 6 29 28.9 22 290

Hunan 60.6 12.3 2 5 25 18.2 16 286

jiangx, 37 7 13 6 2 6 15 20 4 24 226

Southeast
fupart 30.0 16.1 2.7 14 21.4 47 248

Guangdong 62 8 17 2 2.7 19 36.8 64 353

Guangxi 42.2 16.0 2 8 12 15.1 20 178

I la,nan 6 6 15 7 2.9 3 24 1 44 193

Southwest
GuiThou 32 4 I 3 4 3 2 8 18 9 20 184

Stchuart 107 2 7 5 1 9 23 20.2 16 188

Yunnan 370 136 2.8 1 I 19.7 16 94

Xizang ( 1. am; 2 2 16 0 4.5 2 12.6 33 2

Northwest
Nei Mon4,,ol 21 5 14 3 2.1 16 36 1 45 18

Shaanxi 32.9 I 3.8 2.8 I 1 21 5 22 160

Ningx,a 4 7 19 :3 2 8 4 25 7 28 90

Gancu 22.4 14.3 2 4 13 22 0 19 49

Qinghai -1 5 11 4 2 6 3 27.3 56 6

Xinjiang IS 2 15 9 3.1 16 31 9 18 9

.P.1,111.16.11 solals do not lin hale iimnignints withmit 1,114( ial ( lem.uu e :»Oli,n) prisons wiling in Un-

armed kw ms.
'per I .0110 resident,
:pel.(nIs per kilometer
Sources: China Population Information and Research Center, China's 4th Notional Populavon Census Data Sheet (Bei!ing:
1991); and United Nations, "Accessibility of Contraceptives," Asian Populution Studies Series, no. 103B (Bangkok: UN,

1991): Table I.

jitrisdiction of the central g-(Wern-
ment-thete are 110W ,156 municipah-
tics, or cities (see ('able 6), and 9,322
towns, compared with 236 munichmli-
tics and 2,66,1 towns counted in the
1982 census.

Using a second set of criteria, the
National (:ensus Office placed the total
population of:cities and '<Arm 2f1 30
provinces, autonomous regions, and
municipalities al 296.5 million. This
lower figure excludes city and town

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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residents outside the jurisdiction of
their administratively established
districts and street or neighborhood
committees (wards). By this calculation,
26 percent of China's population lived
in urban areas in 1990, This figure,
according to the census officials,
"objectively reflected the present level
of urbanization in China."m

The second calculation indicated a
much smaller, but still substantial,
increase of nearly 90 million in the
urban population in the eight years
since the 1982 census. The extent to
which this rise resulted from administra-

In-migration rmaributeti nwst to Shanghai's growth in the I980s.
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five upgrading of areas cannot yet be
calculated.

Using either definition, China
experienced a striking increase in
urbanization over the past decade,
raising the concern of policymakers.
The current urban situation differs
considerably from that of 1949 to 1979,
the first three decades of the People's
Republic. During that period, only a
little over one-third of the increase in
urban population was due to migration
from rural areas; nearly two-thirds of
the growth stemmed from natural
increase within the urban population
itself.'" The eight-year intercensal
period between 1982 and 1990, in
contrast, registered not only greater
absolute gains in urban population,
but also greater contributions from
in-migration.

Aside from the impact of administra-
tive reclassification, the surge reflected
the mounting population movement
following the decollectivization of
agriculture and economic deregulation
across the country after 1978. Popula-
tion gains in China's two leading
metropolises demonstrate the effects of
these refbrms.

Beijing, the capital, reported a 17
percent increase in population, and
Shanghai, a 13 percent rise, between
1982 and 1990. During the same
period, the rate of natural increase
(births minus deaths) was nearly 8
percent in Beijing and 5 percent in
Shanghai. In-migration accounted for
the lion's share of the cities' growth.

The volume of' internal migration in
recent years can only be guessed. One
factor that confounds accurate estima-
tion is the resident status of persons
based on the Household Registration
System (I IRS). The HRS, established in
the late 1950s, has become an integral
part of Ch in a's two-tier rural-urban
socioeconomic system (see Box 1).

Provincial population increases
between 1982 and 1990 varied consider-
ably, from a low of 7 percent in
Zhejiang to a high of 20 percent in
Ningxia. The level of in banization also
varied considerably, from 13 percent in



Box I
Chi' La's Household Registration System

China's household registration system
(HR ;) was instituted in urban areas in
the ady 1950s and later expanded to
rural areas. The system was originally
created to provide a continuous
record of births, deaths, migration,
marriage, and changes in household
composition. Except during the Great
Leap Forward (1958-1961) and the
Cultural Revolution (1966-1970), the
HRS has recorded Chinese population
changes every year since its inception.
The quality of the data has been
sporadic, but they provide the most
complete national information
available for many of the early years.

The systemunder the control the
Ministry of Public Security since the
mid-1950shas also become art
integral part of China's two-der rural-
urban socioeconomic system. Al-
though the HRS was originally
designed as a population register, it
has evolved into an powerful bureau-
cratic mechanism, loaded with
administrative, distributive, punitive,
and social control functions with
ominous ramifications for the indi-
vidual almost exclusively lyy reason of
birth rather than merit.

Xizang (Tibet) to 73 percent in Beijing.
Because fertility is higher in rural areas
all over China, the more rut-al provinces
had slightly higher populatiim gniwth.

File more urban prt winces tended to
hae num. tnni-j)ermanent residents
per I .000 permanent residents. These
norl-f)ertnattent residents are most likely
to he migrants who !nosed to cities and
towns from the umntiTside. \lam may
intend to stay but cannot obtain legal
resident status.

Because of the many difficulties
involved in altering one's resident status
under the terms of the I II Rti. many

urban In-migrants simplt do not repon
their pesence. rhe failure to register

For the individual of rural birth,
rural residency constitutes a formi-
dable barrier to educational, employ-
ment, and marriage opportunities.
City residents, in contrast, receive
considerable government subsidies in
rice, cooking oil, housing, medical
care, and transportation, as well as
pensions and other entitlement
programs. A migrant from the
countryside to the city can never
qualify for these subsidies no matter
how long he lives in an urban area.

Changing the HRS into an authen-
tic population register rather than a
means of enforcing policies poses a
dilemma for the Chinese government.
Freeing rural residents from the
constraints of the HRS could unleash a
pool of valuable talent. However,
although the subsidies to official
urban residents are being gradually
reduced through price increases and
wage adjustments, it is unlikely the
government could afford to offer
these same benefits to the unofficial
urbanites. Also. rapidly scaling back
the FIRS is likely to accelerate rural-to-
urban migration and complicate
urban development.

has been particularly prevalent among
those leaving the countryside after
agricultural decollectivization and the
emergence ot the market economy.

l'he convergence of the various
dennigraphic and economic forees
consequently has given rise to what
(lii tlest. trflicials and demographers
label as -floating population,- a catch-all
at eg(n-v which includes construction

workers. itinerant craftspei sons, hawkers
of clothing and ctinstuner warm
peddlers of farm pugluce, and young
11 I nil 1,omen and men seeking service
jobs in private households. No pwcise
estimates of the floating populaticm at e
available, but authorities have placed
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Urban growth was accompanied b y a labor force shift toward industrial employment.

the number at 60 million on an average
day.'2 There is yet no way to ascertain
the length of their stay, but a huge
proportion of themand their chil-
drenmay well stay in the cities for
good. A recent report showed that at
least 33.8 million people migrated from
their hometowns to other cities, count-
ies, or towns between 1985 and 1990."

Urbanization has brought little
change in China's regional population
distribution. Seventy-one percent of the
total population in 1990 lived in the 15
provinces (Jilin, Liaoning, Hebei,
Shandong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian,
Guangdong, Guangxi, Hainan, Sichuan,
Hubei, Hunan, Jiangxi, and Anhui) and
3 municipalities (Beijing, Shanghai, and
Tianjin) along the coast and the Yangzi
River. This heavy concentration of
population in coastal and maritime
provinces further accentuates the
pattern of past decades, if not centuries.
China's newly created economic free
zones and special economic zones
(SEZ) are all on the coast (see Box 2).
Coastal provinces and municipalities
account for 305 of the 456 cities of,
municipal status in 1990.

BEST COPY AVAILAN r.

Jobs and Workers
The surging urbanization of recent
years has been accompanied by large
shifts in the ways in which people earn a
living. As of 1989, 90 percent of workers
were engaged in primary or material
production (agriculture and industry),
3 percentage points less than in 1978.
Correspondingly, 10 percent of workers
were employed in non-material
production (such as commerce and
trade, transportation, and postal- and
telecommunications)."

Fundamental changes have occurred
in China's economy since the start of
the 1978 economic reforms. The
developments reflect a sizable reduc-
tion in agricultural employment, from
71 percent of the work force in 1978 to
60 percent in 1990. Industrial employ-
ment, 18 percent in 1978, increased
amid the exodus from the agricultural
sector, but not at a commensurate pare.
Retrenchment or redirection of
government investments during the
reform years produced ups and downs
in industrial employment. In 1990, 22
percent of workers were in industry. In



Box 2
China's Entry Into the Global Economy

rhe economic reforms i-droduced in
1978 had far-reaching implications for
the countryside, where three-fourths of
Chinese live. The restoration of the
family as the .main unit of agricultural
production, the gradual relaxation of
price controls, and creation of owner-
directed enterprises, have been
transfOrming rural life.

But the major impact of these
reforms may lie in the phenomenal
economic growth in (Mina's ii.aritime
provinces. These areas form a wedge
for China's entry into the global
economy and provide the most visible
signs of modernization. To implement
China's "opening to the outside
world," economic free zones were
established in a growing swath of cities
along the c)ast. In these areas,
bureaucratic restrictions were relaxed
or eliminated to attract foreign capital.
But the strongest incentives fin- foreign
investmentand most impressive
growthhave been in the five special
economic zones (SEZs) created in
South China: Shenzhen. Zhnhai, and
Shantou in Guangdong Province,
Xiamen in Fujian Province, and
I lainan, China's island province.

These South China provinces
which have a combined population of'
nearly 100 millionwere the logical
kication for these experiments in
market economy. They had been the
primarv actors in international trade
befOre the establishment of the
People's Republic; and the people of
Guangdong Province have close
familial and linguistic ties to the
residents of neighboring I long Kong
and Macao.' By the time the British
(;olony of I long Kong is returned to
China in ,fune 1997, the economy of
Guangdong will already be integrated
with that of I long Kong.

;tiangdong Province has enjoyed
the fastest ectintnnic giiiwth in East
Asia over the past 15 years, comparing

well with so-called Asian Tigers such as
Hong Kong, South Korea, and
Singapore, and Small Tigers such as
Thailand. Numerous Asian compa-
nies, along with European and U.S.
firms such as Peugeot and Proctor and
Gamble have been attracted to
t;tiangdong and the SEZs by' the low
cost and high productivity of the
workers and athantageous regula-
tions. Some 2 million Guangdong
residents are employed by Hong
Kong-owned factories. Industrial
outputprincipally of clothes, shoes.
and tovsrose by 15 percent per Year
in Guangdong during the 1980s.
Exports from the province accounted
;Or one-third of China's total exports
in 1990.' The Hainan and Fujian SEZ
have also scored huge economic
successes.

Wealth has brought cellular
telephones, crowded restaurants,
imported consumer goods, and other
signs of modern urban life to these
once sleepy coastal cities. Guangdong
reportedly has the highest standard of
living in China. While the e,:onomic
growth and modernization of this area
may have widened the gap between
the lives of urban and rural, and
inland and coastal, residents, they are
probably harbingers of the future.
Superhighways, airports, and ports are
already under constructionand
more are plannedto enable China's
oastal regi9ns to catch up with other

Asian nations and become Asia's next
Small Tiger.
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Fipre 8
Working-Age Population in China, 1953-1990

1953

1964

1182

1990

324

37'

596

Percent of tots/
population

57%

53%

59%

721 64%
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SOUrte: StatiStla Ye-arbook o id*" (Beilinr. China Statistical Press, 1985), pp. 600-605: and
Ten-Percent Sompting abulation of the 1990 Population Census of China (Beillnar. ChinaStatistical

Publishing House, 1991), Table 4-1.
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Education has become nearly universal at the primary levet

contrast, employment in the tertiary
sector (trade, commerce, construction,
and service occupations) increased
steadily between 1978 and 1990,
growing from 12 to 18 percent of the
work force.

Thc size, growth, and skills of
China's work force continue to present
serious challenges to the government.
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The 1990 census placed persons of
working age (15-60 years) at 721
million, or 64 percent of the popula-
tion, registering an intercensal growth
of 22 percent since 1982 (see Figure 8).
Persons of working age will probably
number 770 million by 2000, increasing
China's potential labor force by 5
million each year until the end of the
century."

China's demographic surges in the
1950s and 1960s have produced a
young labor force. The median age of
the work force was 31 in 1990. Eighty
percent of the working-age men and
women were under age 45. The
demographic momentum created by
the high birth rates of the past contin-
ues to increase the working age
population. The number of 15-year-olds
entering the labor market reached 2L7
million in 1990, more than twice the
number (10.1 million) in 1953. The
flow of new workers will stay high for
quite some time, exceeding the number
of available jobs. In 1990, there were an
estimated 11 million unemployed in the
country-500,000 more than in 1989.46
However, this probably underestimated
the situation because it did not include
the invisible unemployedsurplus or
idle workersin offices and factories.47

The lack of jobs continues to be
serious in large cities. In 1982, while the
national unemployment rate was 5.5
percent, the rate reached 8.3 percent in
Beijing and 7.7 percent in Shanghai."'
The number of those "waiting for job
assignment"the euphemism for the
unemployedexceeded 5.8 million in
the urban areas, according to the 1990
census. More than 80 percent were 15
to 24 years of age.

In rural areas, the decollectivization
of agriculture has revitalized produc-
tion but rendered superfluous more
than 140 million former workers in the
communes and production brigades.
Another 170 million may become so by
the end of the century.°

The job situation has a brighter side.
Opportunities in trade, commerce, and
service occupations have mushroomed
following the economic deregulation of



recent yews Between 1977 and 1985,
nem ly 12 milhon small-scale indwidual
businesses came into exi.itence, employ-
ing 18 million peop1e.5"

Efforts to improve the rural.job
situation have focused on sideline
occupations, low tedmology industries,
and small town developments. By 1985,
the number of people employed 1w
various rural enterprises totaled 60
million. It is estimated that rural
industries and enterprises will be able to
employ 180 million people, or 40
percent of the rural labor force by the
year 2000.'1 Whether this will ease the
pressure to leave tho rural areas for the
cities remains to be seen.

The short-term successes in labor
fbrce absorption have been encourag-
ing, though far from sweeping. To
Chinese officials and labor specialists,
the long-term remedit-s lie in upgrading
the skills of the young work force,
increasing productivity, and boosting
economic development.'

Education
The quality of China's growing labor
force is a niajor concern for
policymakers. The low educational and
skill levels of Chinese sorkers are a drag
on China's aspirations to become a
ni/ijor player in the workl economy.
While China is attempting to expand
educational opportunities throughout
the country, the generally low literacy
levels of adults and the constantly
expanding school-age population are
major impediments to achieving an
educated work force.

Student enrollnient and eflucaticmal
levels have shown remarkable improve-
ments in recent decades. In 1989, some
232 million students were enndled in
schools of all types in China, compared
with 203 million in 1975, just prior to

nuidernization decision.
The expansion encompassed large
increases at the university level and in
technical-vocathmal and adult educa-
tion. Tile number of institutions of
higher learning increased to 1,079 in
1989 ()bin 675 in 1980. Their enroll-
ment rose by 82 percent to 2.1 million.

In 1'189, some 5 million students wcie
enrolled in agricultural. vocational, and
technical schools; and 37 million were
receiving instructions in adult schools of
all types (see Table 7).

Education at the primary level has
become nearly universal, reaching an
estimated 97 percem of children. But
only 70 percent of the primary school
graduates go on to:junior high school
and only a little over one-third of these
students continue on to senior high
school. No more than 2 percent (If
persons ages 20 to 24 go On u) the
universities, compared with 5 percent in
developing countries in general."

Ta ble

Schools and School Enrollment in China, Selected Years,
1975-1989

Level 1975 1980 1985 1989

Number of schools
Institutions of h.gher

learning 387 675 1 .016 1.079

Secondary <chools

123.505 118.377 93.221 89.575

Technical 1.326 2,052 2.529 2,940

Vocational 887 1.017 1.028 1.044

Agricultural na 3314 8,070 9.173

Pnmary school', 1,093.317 9 i 7.316 832.309 777.244

Kindergartens 171,749 170.4I9 172.262 172.634

Schools for the
blind and deaf 746 297 350 483

School enrollment (in 1,000s)

Total enrollment 203,228 216,014 217,318 232,088
Institutions of higher

learning 501 1.144 1.703 2,082

College new admissions 191 281 619 597

Secondary schools

Regular 44.661 55.081 47,060 45,540

Technical 405 761 1.013 1,493

Vocational 307 482 558 685

Agricultural na 454 2.295 2.823

Adult schools' na na 15.533 36,613

Pnrnary schools 150,941 146.270 133.702 123,731

Kindergarten; 6 200 11.508 14,797 18,477

Schools for the

blind arid deaf 7 / 33 38 .17

' lii hiding iaimileins in adult iinoinition. (if mi.rlian. M., 01111411V, mud pl I( Jilting
na: iicU acailablii
Source: Statisucal Yearbook of-China 1990 (Beijing: China Statistical Press. 1990).
pp. 703. 706-708.
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Budgefitr) conmtamts, contumous
waves of new students, and the shortage
of qualified teachers make further
educational expansion unlikely for the
foreseeable fitture. Full-time faculty
members in institutions of higher
learning doubled between 1981 and
1988, reaching nearly 334,000. Many, if
not most, were recent university
graduates. Primary and secondary
school teachers numbered approxi-
mately 9 million in 1988. An estimated
1.8 million additional teachers will be
needed to realize (3-iina's current plan
to universalize education below senior
high schoo1.51

The educational level of the adult
population has improved over the past
decade thanks to literacy campaigns and
expanded student enrollments since the
I970s, but it remains limited. In 1990,
16 percent of Chinese over age 16 were
illiterate or semiliterate (unable to read
or write more than a few characters),
down from 23 percent in 1982. Two-
thirds of these were women. Some 37
percent of adults had at least attended
elementary school, but only 8 percent
had gone as far as middle school, and
only 1.4 percqu had attended univer-
sity. This was only a slight improvement
over educational achievement in 1982,
as seen in Table 4 , page22 .

DIN, 8
China's Health Care Resources, Selected Years, 1975-1989

1975 1980 1985 1989

Medical personnel (in I .000s)

Total 2.594 3.535 4.313 4.787

Senior physicians 293 /47 602 1.023

Juniot physicians 356 144 473 321

Practitioners of Chinese medicine 229 262 336 370

Nurses 380 149 569 512

Other 1,336 I .(137 2,333 2.562

Medical facilities (in 1,000s)

Hospitals 62 65 60 62

1-lospital beds 1.764 2.184 2:187 2.867

Beds/1.000 persons 7,1 2 02 714 2 33

lin hiding jilis.ch juts Ti until n I Wesicin invdicine, pliat niac isis. and
pidin . O N ill..11111 %WI kei
Source. Public Health Yearbook or China IS 10 (Beijing: People's Health Press) pp. 453-454.
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Health Care
Economic refornis, surging urbaniza-
tion, population growth, and aging
have had a fundamental impact on
China's health care system. China's
expressed goal has been to provide
"basic health care for all by the year
2000." The country has already suc-
ceeded in expanding both medical
personnel and facilities (see Table 8).
1mprmed care and prevention pro-
g1..als have virtually wiped out such
diseases as smalllanc, cholera, malaria,
typhoid, and scarlet frver; have reduced
infimt mortality to below 40 deaths per
1,000 births; and raised the life expect-
ancy at birth to 67 years. Further
reductions in mortality, however, may
be thwarted by demographic, eco-
nomic, and political factors.

China's medical services operate
within a three-tier system. At the bottom
are the village and township health
clinics that provide care fOr more than
70 percent of the population. Their
staffs consist primarily of the 1.2 million
"barefoot doctors" (now called country
(1octors) who are paramedics with extra
training in first-aid, hygiene, contracep-
tion, and basic preventive medicine.
Such clinics exist in about 88 percent of
China's 743,000 villages. The number
of clinics and country doctors declined
in the 1980s because decollectivization
of' agriculture cut off a major source of
fundingthe village production
brigades. Users fres and contributions
by village industries have been insuffi-
cient to pay fin- basic rural health needs.
Only 40 to 45 percent of the rural
porulation were covered by an orga-
nized cooperative medical system in
f184, compared with 80 to 90 percent

in 1979. Because about 80 percent of
Chinese births occur in rural areas,
this erosion of services could mean
Icayer quality health care Ibr China's
next generation.

Some 47,500 township medical
health centers, with an average of IS
beds and 18 doctors each, made up the
middle tier of' China's health care
system in 1989. The top tier consisted of'



2,200 county hospitals, with an average
of 175 beds and 211 fOrmally trained
doctors each. These hospitals located in
county seats and large cities are the only
ones that receive fUnds from the
national govemment:6 Urban patients,
particularly the 126 million persons
enrolled in the system of free medical
care for government employees and
workers, receive heavily subsidized care
from the government.

The cost of medical care for individu-
als in the public sector and in the state-
owned enterprises has skyrocketed, as it
has in other countries. Between 1978
and 1996, the cost shot up more than
600 percent, to $4.2 billion. During
these same 12 years, China's gross
national product only doubled.

The soaring expenditures stem from
the rising cost of medicine, wastes and
abuses in nwdical prescriptions, and the
growing number of persons entitled to
free medical care. China's rapid
transition to low mortality satisfied the
universal desire fbr longer 'fives.
However, increased longevity, along
with modernization, ushers in the
pnthlenis associated with population
aging, including rising medical costs for
society, the family, and the individual.

The Economic Picture
China's demographic changes over the
past two decades must be viewed in
relation to the drastic economic shifts
that occurred during this period.
China's gross national product (GNI')
inn eased by leaps and bounds during
the 1980s. The total jumped to $427
billion in 1989 from approximately $120
billion in 1980.

China's proclaimed goal for the
century's end was to attain xiaohang
shuiping, or a comfbrtable living
standard, fbr the nation as a whole. This
called fbr the quadrupling of the
cotintry's tt)tal industrial-agricultural
output between 1981 and 2000. By
1989, the mid-pttint in the period in
question, considerable progress toward
that goal was obvious. By that year, all
but two of tne indices of output and

Table 9
Selected Economic Indicators for China, 1980 and 1989

1980 1989

Average

annual growth
1980-1989

percent

Total output index'
Agncultural 109 188 6 3

lndustnal 119 361 13 2

Consumption index'
Urban residents 117 207 5 I

Rural residents 117 215 10
Income per head (netY

Urban residents V439.0 V1.260.7

Rural residents 191.3 601.5

Consumption expenditures
per head

Total Y/00 0
Urban residents 1.1024.0

Rural residents 5 ' 8 0

1978- 1011 (base :car)
Y1.00 US$11.18 in 1991

Source: Family Plonnirg Yearbook 1990 (Beijing: National Family Planning Commission 1990).

consumption shown in Table 9 were at
least double the levels of 1978, the base
year for the indices.

Both the GNP and total persomil
income rose at an annual average rate of
more than 9 percent during the 1980s.
The industrial sector led all others in
expansion, reporting an average growth
of more than 13 percent per annum.
The agricultural sector also advanced,
but at only half the pace. Tertiary
employment increased its share of
output in the GNP from 16 percent in
1980 to over 22 percent in 1991.-6

Recent industrial and agricultund
gains have already raised living stan-
dards. Overall consumption has
increased by an annual average of 6.6
percent. The pace of gain among rural-
agricultural residents has been a little
higher (7 petT('nt) than that among the
non-agricultural urban population (5
percent). Life in China is better, and the
relative improvement has been slightly
greater fbr those living in rural than in
trban areas.

Lift in the countn,side has.benefited
from the rapid pnrliferatam of ntral
non-agricultural enterprises engaged in
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the processing of agricultural products
and in commodities manufacturing.
Ministry of Agriculture figures show that
their total production nearly doubled
between 1978 and 1990, from $91
billion to $180 billion; and a growing
percentage of these commodities are
sold abroad. Such rural enterprises now
employ 22 percent of China's rural
work forcenearly 93 million people.'

The Chinese people enjoy access to a
greater variety of consumer goods. The
increases in durable goods alone were
remarkable during the 1980 decade
(see Table 10). The number of bicycles,
which are the equivalent of cars in
American households, jumped to 328
from 77 per 1,000 population between
1978 and 1989. Television sets rose from
nearly zero to 149 per 1,000 population
in one decade. Most impressive, the
number of washers and refrigerators
soared f'rom absolute zem in 1978 to 78
and 23 per 1,000 population, respec-
tively, by the end of the decade. Other
leading consumer goods, such as
watches, sewing machines, radios,
cameras, and electric fans, also regis-
tered substantial gains.

'The per capita consumption of rice,
pork, beef and lamb, eggs, poultry,
seafood, sugar, cooking oils, liquor and

Thble 10
Availability of Selected Consumer
Items, 1978 and 1989

Per 1.000 population

Item 1978 1989

Sewing machines 35 122

Watches 85 50 '

Biqvcles 77 328

Flectnc fans 10 156

Washers 78

Refrigerators 23

elevisions 3 149

Radios 78 236

Cameras 5 I 9

Source: Family Planning Yearbook 1990 (Beijing: National
Family Planning Commission, 1990), p. 429.
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wine, cotton and synthetic textiles, and
cigarettes all showed either marked or
modest increase. The daily average food
intake has reached 2,637 calories,
according to a United Nations estimate.

Indeed, for many in China, thc
1980s were a period of rapid economic
expansion. Their level of living had
already progressed a long way toward
riaokang shviping before the start of the
eighth five-year plan in 1991. Another
doubling in production may be
expected by 2000.

While living standards are improving
on the national level, extreme poverty
persists in numerous areas throughout
China. Inland and remote provinces in
western China lag far behind those
along the coast in eastern China. As of
1986, almost a third of the country's
counties were officially identified as
"poverty counties." These 664 counties
are located mostly in the mountain and
arid plateau regions. The annual per
capita income among their residents
amounts to only 30 percent of the 1986
national average of $199.00. Nearly 20
percent of the population may be below
the poverty level by this definitionor
in Chinese terms, still unable to reach
the level of wenbao (warmth and bare
essentials).

There are no precise figures on the
number of people hovering just above
the poverty fine in recent years. Relative
poverty probably engulfs additional
hundreds of millions of people. Nor are
there more recent figures on the
number of persons who remain below
the line in 1992/The tardiness in
rel( ,Ing poverty data is in sharp
corn) t to the speed with which China
disseminates huge amounts of informa-
tion whenever gains have octurred in
the economy.

Despite persistent poverty and signs
of deteriorating health care in niral
areas, the lot of China's1.2 billion
population ha.s markedly improved,
though the road to xiaohang shuipingfor
all remains long and difficult.

flow can the rapid and widespread
achievements of the last dozen years be
explained? No similar growth occurred

t...1 L.)



during the 1950s and 1960s when the
size of the population was only half that
of' the 1980s. What is the relatiociship
between population size and economic
development in this most populous
nation on earth?

Most of the recent economic gains
have been attributed to policy changes
that reduced government control of'
businesses and industries, increased the
importation of foreign technology and
capital, and allowed prices to fluctuate
with market conditions. However, all
these explanations highlight the
economic-political variables to the
exclusion of China's momentous
demographics. This exclusion incites
speculation about whether a large and
growing population materially obstructs
real economic growth.

It could also be argued that had the
country's population planning been
initiated earlier, in the 1950s and 1960s,
the level of economic development
would have been higher than it has
been. Similarly, had fertility control
been in place earlier, the total popula-
tion would now be smaller and the
standard of living would be higher in
per capita terms. But these are hypo-
thetical arguments. The population
total now is much larger than it would
or could have been had China's
demographic initiative started earlier.
Notwithstanding the tardy start in
fertility curbs and the deafening
population explosion, the pace and
scope of economic growth have
demonstrably surged during the 1980s
and are moving vigorously ahead in
the 1990s.

Environmental Degradation
Rapid demographic growth generates
difficulties of all sorts in a poor and
backward economy, primarily providing
sufficient fbod, employment, housing,
health care, and the like. Besides these
issues of' daily existence and well-being,
as the saying goes, to populate is to
devastate. The larger the base popula-
tion, the more widespread is its environ-
mental impact in terms of reclamation

of wastelands, deforestation, or acceler-
ated soil erosion. Additionally, and
more importantly, economic develop-
ment and modernization exert a far
more insidious and injurious impact on
the environment. For example, urban-
ization and industrializationwith
inadequate sewage and treatment
facilitieshave already polluted most of
China's rivers and produced a serious
shortage of drinking water in urban
areas. The municipality of Beijing is
projected to have a shortfall of 500,000
cubic meters of water daily by 2000,
equal to about two-thirds of its current
supply. Groundwater levels have already
fallen sharply in the region, causing
serious land subsidence in some areas of
Beijing.'

Modernization and population
growth have also intensified solid waste
disposal problems. Plastic and styrofoam
litter the urban landscape and follow
the railroad tracks from one end of
China to the other.

Population, Development., and Land
Tlw growing population base, land
degradation, and industrial expansion
have caused a decline in the per capita
supply of agricultural land. Recent
estimates place arable land in China at
about 14 percent of the country's 9.6
million square kilometers. The total
area under cultivation anmunts to 135
million hectares (one hectare = 2.47
acres), and there remain no more than
approximately 500 million mu (one acre

6 mu) that may possibly be reclaimed
for agricultural 1)1wposes. On a per
capita basis, cultivated land has dropped
to 1.8 mu in 1988 from 2.7 mu in 1949,
even though the overall amount of' land
under cultivation increased from 1.6 to
2.0 billion mu between 1952 and 1988.
The supply of arable land per head may
drop to 1.6 mu or less by the year 2000.

Pasture lands, now situated almost
exclusively in northern China, are
estimated to cover 310 million hectares.
Of these, only two-thirds can be effec-
tively used to raise livestock. Only about
one-fifth of' the pasture land provides
high quality fiAder.

:149

The larger the
base population,
the more
widespread is its
environmental
impact.
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On a per capita basis, the amount of arable land in China has declined dramatically.

China's forests also are dwindling.
Only 13 percent of China's land was
under the c(Wer of foliage in 1989,
down rutin 15 percent in 1971."
Moreover, ecoktgical abuses of past
millennia, stall as "slash and burn"
agriculture and denuding wocallands

htel wIgal, have turned vast areas
into deserts in northern and northwest-
ern China. 1,ttnd degradation is spwad-
ing eastward and southward, robbing
the country further of agricultural and
laisture ho a Is. Scmie 120,000 square
kiloineters of China tam. are permanent
deserts and another 15,800 square
kilometers are being menaced by
spreading sands.

Although China's finite land
resources are threatened bv the
eximnding populathm and econinnic
development, the stress has been eased
bv improved agricultural and related
output in recent decades. Of' course,
populati(m guactli ttccelerates demand
for residential space and, other things
being equal, encntaches on arable land.
The growing competition fbr land fbr

prft7, r
E

t. it" 'r 1110, 4.3

economic development, die continuing

urbani/ation, and populathm gu avtlt
accentuate the need fin effective land-
use managenlent.

Soil degradation in China reflects
both natural hwces and the errors of
past centuries, but it has la.en acceler-
ated in no small measure by more
recent policies. To increase the land
availabh. for grain production, Various
post-1919 measures pnumpted indis-
criminate clearing and cultivation of
forests and grasslands. This misunder-
standing of the dynamics of the CCU-
tiVtilent was responsible for lasting
damage to the soil.

just as China's policvmakers'
understanding of demographic trends
emerged belatedly, their ecological
enlightenment surfaced only in the
mid-1970s. Since then an increased
appreciation of ecological issues hits
stimulated efforts to restore fitrest and
pasture lands, to protect existing fon .,ts
and grasslands against encroachment,
mid to brotalen ref( trestation effCtrts."'
1.egislation to formalize these steps
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emerged in the 1980s, resulting in a
comprehensive Environmental Pro-
tection Act.

Pollution from Energy Sources
Although there was already heightened
ecological concern by the start of the
eighth flve-year plan in 1991, China's
ecological circumstances remain critical
China needs to increase its energy
consumption as the population and
economy grow, vet China is still heavily
dependent upon energy sources that
denude forests and pollute the air. The
annual consumption of timber as fuel
decreased bv 8 percent between 1988
and 1990, according to the Ministry of
Forest. Nevertheless, because of the
shortage of alternative fuels, nearly one-
third of China's annual total timber
consumption goes up in smoke, used
for household cooking and heating.
This is the main reason why the timber
consumption still outstrips forest growth
in one-third of the 30 provinces,
municipalities and autonomous regions.

In urban areas, cooking and heating
depend on coal and a small amount of
natural gas. Although this spares some
timber land, air pollution from coal
burning has more serious health effects.
Air pollution is being compounded by
increased use of coal in industry as the
country develops economically.

Coal-burning generators account for
80 percent of the electrical power
generating capacity. Plans are under
way to increase annual coal production
(1 billion tons in 1990) by an additional
20.8 million tons and to raise electric
generation by another 86.2 million
kilowatts. Neither increase will meet
China's industrial and civilian needs in
the decades ahead. Furthermore,
increased coal burning will not only
contnbute to respiratory and other
health problems within China hut to
depletion of eanh's protective wone
laver. China ranks just after the United
States, the former Soviet I Tnion. and
Europe in the volume of emissions of
carbon dioxide from foscil fuels."

Perhaps new technologies or other
fuel sources can both satisfy the

country's growing industrial and civilian
needs and provide cleaner air. The
replacement of the existing 6,000 steam
locomotives, which consume 15 million
tons of coal annually, with diesel engines
would reduce emissions but it is a costly
and lengthy step. There is no evidence
of a substantial increase in China's
oi limit of crude oil in the near future.
Nuclear power generation is in its
infancy in China. The proposed
damming of the Three Gorges of the
upper Yangzi River to produce electric-
ity, which gained official approval in
March 1992, remains controversial.
Besides the immediate flooding of
valuable amble tracts and the eventual
displacement of 1 million or more
people, the dam's long-term impact on
the adjacent and downstream areas
would be substantial and possibly
disastrous.

None of the known solutions to
China's dependence on coal is risk-free,
nor can they furnish more than a token
of the energy that is needed. The
burning coal will not soon, if ever, be
extinguished and air pollution contin-
ues to be China's leading environmental
hazard.

A systematic, effective, and complete
environmental clean-up is an ideal
beyond realization at present. In the
long run, as the country develops
further economically, China may be in a
better position to redress the situation
and to afford adequate safeguards
against environmental hazards. How-
ever, few developed nations have
effectively tackled pollution problems
within their borders. Neither will
China's many environmental issues be
easily or quickly resolved. Ecological
intelligence and management, not
unlike the issue of population inself, are
matters of politics, economics, and
ideology.

The Future
Dida, wubn, rendua"vast territom
abundant materials, and massive
populace"--long has epitomized
China's circumstances in the minds of

A sptematic,
ffedive, and
complete
environmental
dean-up is an
ideal lygond
realization at
present
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many. Renduo bears the double message
of achievement and apprehension.
China's demographic affluence, as the
saying explicitly means, holds great
potential for economic growth: More
hands mean greater accomplishments.
Simultaneously and implicitly. More
mouths entail greater consumption and
other difficulties.

Renduo trenchantly sums up both
China's past faith and the present fear
in population numbers. Ironically, the
present fear is expressed in ways that
acknowledge the finite availability and
relative scarcity of land and resources,
tempering belief in dicta and wubo.
These fears have also been voiced
alongside fervent articulations of the
serious consequences of depleted
resources and environmental pollution,
and of the need for the current genera-
don to control fertility for the sake of
the generations to come.

The perspectives on dida, wubo,
renduo thus have changed. The party
and government have come to believe
in population planning. A plethora of
economic, political, international, and
environmental factors are shaping the
pace and breadth of China's population

policies. Because of these policies, a
rapid transition to low fertility has
occurred. However, the specific
population ceiling of 1.2 billion
originally set for the year 2000 remains
elusive. While the TFR among urban
women has generally been below 1.5
throughout the 1980s, the Ilk among
their more numerous rural sisters has
hovered around 2.8, always remaining
well above the one-child goal.

China's fertility realities are at
variance with the country's population
planning goals, and China's age
structure would prevent meeting the
original population ceiling even if the
fertility fell further. During the eighth
five-year plan (1991-1995), women in
the peak childbearing ages of 20 to 29
years will increase by 16 percent
because of the high fertility two to three
decades ago, prompting a modest baby
boom. Even if the current population
planning measures are strictly imple-
mented, the nafional TFR would be 1.6,
and an additional 17 million people
would be added to the population each
of those five years. The century-end
population total will be probably be
close to 1.3 billion (see Figure 9).

Figure 9
Projection of China's Population, 1990-2050
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Source: United Nations. Worfcl Population Prospects 1990 (New York: UN, 1990): and unpublished data.
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The official target for 2000 has been
raised to 1.294 billion but Chinese
officials concede that even this will be
difficult to achieve. In order to stay
below this number the TFR must fall
from 2.3 in 1990 to 2.1 in 1995 and
below 2 by the century's end." Under
this scenario. China's population would
reach about 1.6 billion by 2050, assum-
ing no increase in the TFR.

If, during the next 10 years, fertility
cannot be further reduced from the
1990 TFR of 2.3, the Chinese popula-
don will rise above 1.3 billi( m by 2000,
top the second billion mark in 2050,
and continue to grow unabated for
decades thereafter.

It would be fOolhardy to do more
than conjecture about the size of the
Chinese population half wav into the
21st centuiv. Nor would it be prudent to
venture an opinion on when the
Chinese population will stop growing.
Evidence inside China allows no
indulgence in this regard.

Many European and other devel-
oped nations have had below-replace-
ment fertility (a TFR below about 2.1)
for decades. But their demographic

insitions evolved not only under a
much longer time table, but under verv
different social, economic and political
situations. Until early in the 20th
century, the argument for limiting
childbearing in the ['oiled States and
Europe was to lessen the burden of
excessise fertility on the individual, most
particularly among the po( )1.. Demogra-
phers labeled this a neo-Malthusian
transition. As a social movement, neo-
Malthusianism emerged against a
backdrop of high fertility, encouraging
"limited parenthood" or "basing fewer
children." One-child families or
childlessness were not part of the
message.

In tinie, cont0)11ing fertility enierged
as a sophisticated, positive means to
alh1sY couples to pursue other life gt yals.
Couples' fertility preferences conse-
quently became more varied and more
specific, including not just fewer
children, but also only one child, even
no children, One-child families and

childlessness had become more com-
mon in the United States and parts of
Europe before 1,%,ald War II. Although
interrupted by the post-war baby boom
of the 1950s and 1960s, below replace-
ment TFRs eventually became wide-
spread across post-war Europe and the
United States.

Below or near replacement fertility
rates are not a continuation of the nen-
Malthusian transition. Their emergence
has been quite appropriately acclaimed
the second demographic transition.'"
flaying fewer children was the main
mechanism of change in earlier
transitions. The second demographic
transition entailed having onls one child
or none at all.

Such fertility preferences and
behavior at the individual level grew out
of rapid changes in socioeconomic
conditions; in geographic and social
mobility; in attitudes toward sex,
Marriage, and the family; and in belief's
about gender equahts, extra-familial
careers, and motherh(md. In short, the
ideas of basing only one or no children
gained ascendancy in an urban-indus-
trial-ideological milieu that hears little
reseinblance to the backdr(4) of the
previous, so-called neo-Nlalthusian
transition.

Nor do the present socioeconomic
conditions in China's vast countrs side
beliefs about sex, marriage, and the
family, and ideas of gender equality
resemble the situation in developecl
commies now practicing minimal
reproduction and childlessness. Herein
lie the limits to China's strategic
demographic initiative.

China's recent economic gains make
it clear that a large and goming
populathm may not be of itself an
obstacle to economic development. This
obsen.ati(m does ilOt endorse the view
that larger poptdations stimidate
gr(myth. Rather, it eniphasizes that
China's national well-being may be
conting('nt 111)011 a balanced mix of
denu)graphic regulatitm and economic
deregulathm and related refiirms.

"Opening up to tl te outside world"
has received greater emphasis in recent

d1 go

China's fertility
realities are at
variance with the
country's
poptiladon
planning
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refbrms, especially in urban areas.
Opening up has meant not only
importation of capital, technology, and
information, bit: also travel by individu-
als beyond national borders. Only a
relatively small minorityin particular
residents of major cities along the
coasthave profited from these
changes.

The great majority of the Chinese
population in the countryside could
also benefit from an "opening up to the
outside," if that entailed allowing freer
movement from crowdcd villages for
educational and employment Opportu-
nities. Accelerated rural development
and modernization may thus be
facilitated, broadening the possibility of
further or second fertility transition.

Devehyment and modernization
alone may not lower fertility. Nor is it

likely that government policies alone
can slow or stop the growth of the
Chinese population. The difference
between having fewer children and
having a single child is enormous, not
just in quantitative terms, but also in the
quality of life. The wav to a more
satisfitctoty demographic future may
best be paved by ensuring greater and
more equitable educational and
economic opportunities fbr all Chinese.

At

.arkFi

Greater and more equitable edumtional and economic opportunities are the key to a brighter future.
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Discussion Questions
1. Discuss the unique cultural, demographic, social, and economic factors that character-

ize China's population. How have these characteristics affected the success of the
strategic demographic initiative (SDI)?

2. Construct a chronology of China's population initiatives since the 1950s.

3. How much influence has the international community played in the shaping of China's
population policies and the implementation of these policies?

4. Discuss the plausibility of the explanations given for the high sex ratios shown in China,
since the implementation of the one-child policy.

5. Consider the implications of China's population size and structure for future policy
decisions concerning aging, labor force, marriage, and minority populations.

6. Assess the impact of increased consumption in China on the global environment.

7. Compare China's demographic transition experience and age/sex structure with other
developing countries and developed nations. Do you think that other nations can
provide a model of possible future trends for China? What is the likelihood that China's
SDI would be a model for reducing population growth in other countries?

8. Appraise the implications of "opening up to the outside world" for China and the global
community.

9. The authors raise the argument, "...had the country's population planning been
initiated earlier, in the 1950s and the 1960s, the level of economic development would
have been higher than it has been." Do you agree?

10. China's population was about 1.17 billion in 1992 and projected to grow to 1.3 billion by
2000. This projection suggests that China will exceed the 1.2 billion ceiling originally
set for 2000 in the SDI. Discuss the factors that have contributed to China's inability to
attain this goal?

Prepared by Kimberly A. Crews
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